
Week 5 Home Learning Suggestions 

1. Sound of the week: “m”- Students can listen to the sound of the week and 

sing along! The action is to move the arms back and forth at their sides. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_hNWzzjcNM 
 

2. Sight Words: Students can create the new sight words with playdough, 

magnetic letters or draw them out with chalk outside!  

I included a PowerPoint attachment as well that students can read different 

sight words in sentences. Students can try to find this week’s words as well! 

They just have to click on the play button on each slide to hear the sentence. 

 Maman 

 Grande (This word is used to describe something that is feminine) 

 Grand (This word is used to describe something that is masculine) 

 Malade 

 Mon 

 

3. Reading & Writing: Students can continue reading books on “Je lis”! I have 

also attached a few websites where they can read, write and work on word 

work for fun! These are great interactive sites!   

 https://www.lasouris-web.org/prescolaire/prescolaire.html 

 https://lou1fi.weebly.com/oral-structures.html 

 https://flora.nbed.nb.ca/desktop.htm 

 https://wow.boomlearning.com/section  Username: hitchman password: nelsonrural 
 

4. Math: The next two weeks will focus on estimation/measurement. I have 

added a couple activities to the choice board. Students are also asked to 

practice counting forwards and backwards from 1-100 and skip count by 5 

& 10. 

 

5. You and Your World: Being at home, we tend to snack more than at school. 

It is good to practice healthy eating while still enjoying some sweet treats 

occasionally.  Watch one of the listed songs on YouTube and try to create 

your own game with different foods around your house. Cover them with 
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something and sing the song! Play with a sibling and see if they can tell you 

if it is a healthy snack (BON) or not as healthy (MOINS BON). 

 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMkeOL2FhC0 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkqDVXvd1Ic 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ortmY3ddrc 

 

6. Extra activities: I have attached a couple other resources as well. Again, 

these are only suggestions and are not meant to make you feel 

overwhelmed. If you have any questions about any of these resources 

listed, don’t hesitate to ask me!  Have a wonderful week and happy 

learning!!!  

Mme Hitchman 
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Week 5- Semaine 5 Grade 1FI Home Learning Mat 

3 in a Row Choice Board 

 

 

 
Create a TIC TOC TOE 

game with your 
weekly sight words! 
When it is your turn, 
say the word and use 
it in a sentence before 
putting an O or X on 

it.  
You can do it outside 
with chalk or in the 

house on paper. 

 

Describe a friend in 
your 

neighbourhood and 
write what they 

look like, what they 
like to do and draw 

them. Then call 
them up and try to 

have a 
conversation in 

French with them! 
“Bonjour, comment 

ça va?” 
See attachment for 

help.  

 

Listen to one of the Measurement stories attached and 

play the activity attached.  
“Animal Sizes” is about the size of different animals using non-

standard measuring. 
https://schmedia.pearsoncanada.ca/mlb/index.html?code=1M4-

FR 
or “The amazing grain of corn” is about a grain of corn that 

continues to grow and the farm animals create many things with 
it!  

https://schmedia.pearsoncanada.ca/mlb/index.html?code=1M3-
FR 

 
Use a paper clip or shoe and see how many you need to measure 

different things around the house like your pet!  
Also, make popcorn for a movie night (en francais) and estimate 

how many kernals you popped and group them in 10s and 
practice skip counting! See if your estimate was close to the real 

number!  
 

 Staple 5-8 pages together. 
Write and illustrate your 
own book! Share it with 
your family. Write about 

something you know 
about or change a story 
you read in French and 

make it your own!  

 

Play a new 

interactive 

activity from the 

list above! Many 

great 

word/sound work 

or writing 

activities!  

 
Practice counting forwards and backwards 0-100, 100-0). 

Watch this video on counting  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSESUz5PV_0 
 

Skip count by 5s and 10s forwards as well. 

 

Read a book from “Je 

lis” or a French book 

from class and act out 

the book with a sibling! 

Make a reader’s 

theatre for your 

family!  

Art: make a craft 

or card for 

mother’s day! I 

have included a 

printable card and 

craft in your bag 

in the yellow 

folder for you to 

do!  

 
Practice learning positions of objects with this fun 

interactive game. Once complete, try to draw your own 
map of your neighbourhood and tell a family member 

where things are using the positions you learned!   
 

http://www.takatamuser.com/6-7-ans/j-apprends-les-
positions.html 

 

Read 15 minutes and play outside daily! 
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